Customs Act 1901
Notice under section 269ZZI
DEEP DRAWN STAINLESS STEEL SINKS
exported from THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
The Anti-Dumping Review Panel has received applications from EVERHARD INDUSTRIES PTY LTD and
MILENA AUSTRALIA PTY LTD for review of a decision by the Parliamentary Secretary to publish a dumping
duty and countervailing duty notice in respect of DEEP DRAWN STAINLESS STEEL SINKS imported from
THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA.
The grounds raised by the applications for the decision under review not being the correct or preferable decision
include but are not limited to:
Everhard and Milena
a) That the Parliamentary Secretary erred in her decision to declare stainless steel lipped laundry bowls “like
goods” to the goods which are the subject of the notice;
Milena
b) That there was inadequate notification and communication with affected parties by the Anti-Dumping
Commission;
c) That, if stainless steel lipped laundry bowls are “like goods”, the Parliamentary Secretary erred in her
decision not to declare stand-alone laundry units (fully assembled or in kits) as “like goods” also;
d) That the Anti-Dumping Commission erred in its investigation when it did not consider additional
information provided to it during the investigation;
e) That the Parliamentary Secretary erred in determining the duty imposed on Uncooperative and Other
Exporters by setting it too high;
f) That the currency exchange rate was not properly taken into account in the investigation and in setting the
duty under the notice.
The Parliamentary Secretary’s decision was published in the Australian newspaper on 26 March 2015.
The goods to which these applications relate are:
Deep drawn stainless steel sinks with a single deep drawn bowl having a volume of between 7 and 70
litres (inclusive), or multiple drawn bowls having a combined volume of between 12 and 70 litres
(inclusive), with or without integrated drain boards, whether finished or unfinished, regardless of type of
finish, gauge, or grade of stainless steel and whether or not including accessories.
The Anti-Dumping Review Panel proposes to conduct a review of the decision. Interested parties may make
submissions to the Panel within 30 days after the date of publication of this notice.
Submissions may be emailed to ADRP@industry.gov.au . Submissions may also be posted to: The AntiDumping Review Panel, c/o ADRP Secretariat, Legal Services Branch, Department of Industry and Science, GPO
Box 9839 ACT 2600 Australia.
Persons wishing to make further inquiries about this review should telephone (02) 6276 1781. Copies of the
applications for review, which set out the full grounds for seeking review and other documents are available on
the public record of the review at www.adreviewpanel.gov.au
The reports of the original investigation are available on the Anti-Dumping Commission website at
www.adcommission.gov.au
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